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into living matter again, some to break into simpler and simpler compounds and to leave the body
(e.g. as CO2, H2, etc.). Metabolism is an old general name for all the chemical changes in a living
organism. The constructive phases of nutrition are often summed up in the term anabolism or
constructive metabolism; the destructive phases as catabolism or destructive metabolism. In the
former the processes tend to be synthetic; in the latter analytic. Having considered the synthetic
processes, the analytic ones demand attention in the next chapter. CHAPTER IV.--DESTRUCTIVE
METABOLISM i. RESPIRATION Respiratory organs.--The word respiration, or its English equivalent,
breathing, suggests at once the currents of air into and out of the lungs, and the bodily movements
that cause them. The reason for this is that so much attention has been given to these matters in
human physiology that the more...
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This is an remarkable publication that I have ever read. Indeed, it is actually engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am just happy
to inform you that this is the best publication i have got go through during my personal lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Toby B a umba ch
This written ebook is excellent. It is amongst the most awesome ebook i have study. You will not truly feel monotony at whenever you want of the time
(that's what catalogs are for regarding if you ask me).
-- Deva nte La ng wor th IV
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